
 
 
 
Testimony of Elaine Oneil to the Washington State Forest Practices Board on February 13, 2018 with concerns 

regarding the science included in the Science Panel PHB recommendations 

Chairman Bernath and members of the Forest Practices Board, I am Dr. Elaine Oneil, Executive Director 
of the Washington Farm Forestry Association. I reviewed the Science Panel recommendations, not as a 
subject matter expert, but from the perspective of a scientist.  I have questions and concerns to share 
with the Board as they are likely to influence your understanding of what you have before you today.   
 
First off – units matter.  Starting in the literature review section there is a mix of units.  For example 
one study reported stream widths at which fish are no longer able to move upward from 2-16 m (that 
is 6.5’ – 52’).  That is quite a bit larger than the threshold value of 2 or 3 feet at which to begin 
measuring end of fish habitat which made me ask “Why are Washington streams with fish so much 
smaller?”  In this report, probability distribution functions are shown for wetted width (p 27) instead of 
channel width.  Why?  The charts show that the probability distribution function captures nearly all the 
streams beyond the End of Fish Habitat (EFH) at 2-3 feet of wetted width for the samples used in both 
eastern and western Washington.  But the metrics you have been asked to choose between are not 
wetted width, they are channel width. Why are the threshold values the same as the wetted width 
values, instead of the channel width values that, by definition, are at least as large as wetted width and 
usually larger?  This is especially concerning as the report also indicates that: 
 

In addition, many PHBs appeared to be selected not by strict criteria but because they would 
make it through the concurrence process.  

There are a lot of ways to interpret that statement, but since the agencies must concur (agree to) the 
EFH, it suggests that these Water Type Modification Forms (WTMF) with concurrence are already 
conservative with respect to moving the EFH further upstream than may be necessary.   
 
Statistics.  Thresholds are not a model.  There is a lack of clarity regarding whether one metric or both 
are required in the proposed evaluation system.  In some places I understand it to say only one 
threshold is needed, in others more than one.  And I am especially concerned about how a percent (%) 
of WTMF that are within a threshold value, but were noted to be incomplete, with lots of transmission 
errors, are presented as sufficient to be implementing a proposed change of this magnitude.  Or even a 
testing for their efficacy to support a permanent rule since it isn’t clear that the threshold is where the 
test should begin.  It is akin to the old story of looking for your keys under the lamppost because there 
is light there, even though you misplaced them in the house where it is dark.  In short, this report, 
while a substantial effort given the time frame that was allowed, is not ready for prime time.  If I were 
reviewing it for publication, I would have similar queries and I would require that they be addressed 
prior to taking any recommended action.  We want to set the science up to give us answers that reflect 
where fish habitat stops, so I would urge you to do the same.   


